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Fig. 1. Given a height field (left), our method automatically generates a 3D weavable structure (middle, showing slices of intersection planes) including both warp (green) and weft (blue) paths, which can be fabricated on a Jacquard loom to approximate the input shape (right).

3D weaving is a manufacturing technique that creates multilayer textiles with substantial thickness. Currently, the primary use for these materials is in regularly structured carbon-polymer or glass-polymer composites, but in principle a wide range of complex shapes can be achieved, providing the opportunity to customize the fiber structure for individual parts and also making 3D weaving appealing in many soft-goods applications. The primary obstacle to broader use is the need to design intricate weave structures, involving tens to hundreds of thousands of yarn crossings, which are different for every shape to be produced. The goal of this research is to make 3D weaving as readily usable as CNC machining or 3D printing, by providing an algorithm to convert an arbitrary 3D solid model into machine instructions to weave the corresponding shape. We propose a method to generate 3D weaving patterns for height fields by slicing the shape along intersecting arrays of parallel planes and then computing the paths for all the warp and weft yarns, which travel in these planes. We demonstrate the method by generating weave structures for different shapes and fabricating a number of examples in polyester yarn using a Jacquard loom.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The traditional process of weaving is used to make textiles for a broad range of applications. The fabrics are typically 2D—they are thin in height compared to their width and length, and are therefore used as sheet material. With the advent of fiber-reinforced composites requiring thick volumes to be filled with fibers for strength, the process of 3D weaving has emerged. Using industrial looms with some modifications to the way yarns are supplied, 3D weaving produces fabrics up to dozens of layers thick, which are comparable to their other dimensions. Using 3D fabrics in composites comes with advantages in strength and durability compared to a stack of separate layers, which is weak in the thickness direction and prone to delamination.

For reasonably flat shapes, 3D fabrics can be made in large uniform panels and bent to fit the shape of a part. For high-performance applications with complex geometry, however, the best solution is to use a "preform," a fabric that is woven specially for the part, with a shape close to the desired final shape so that it easily deforms to fit and provides a uniform and well-aligned distribution of fibers throughout. The typical practice is to use preforms only for the most demanding applications, and the required weave structures are designed manually, with some low-level support from software tools, in a process requiring hours of design time and multiple weaving trials for every new part.

Designing 3D woven fabrics is complicated because the structures in which the yarns interlace need to be consistent and uniform in the interior, while adapting at the surface in order to produce the right shape. Also, special consideration is needed at edges, corners,
and steep slopes. While it is possible to handle all these concerns manually, with thousands of yarns and dozens of layers in even a small object, designing complex shapes is exceedingly tedious and error-prone.

The problem of designing complex shapes is an ideal one to solve computationally. If it were made easy, then not only could the properties of odd-shaped and unique parts made from fiber-reinforced composites be improved, but 3D weaving could be used to make many other products. For instance, recent research [Harvey et al. 2019] has demonstrated the feasibility of 3D woven footwear. And a range of soft goods including bags, backpacks and safety harnesses could be made with fewer pieces and improved functionality.

3D weaving resembles 3D printing in being an additive process. Another analogy is CNC machining, a manufacturing process where planning the manufacturing sequence is the major challenge in achieving good results. In both fields, automatic techniques have been developed that allow users to simply design the desired shapes as solid models, and the manufacturing sequence, tool path planning, and control code generation are all handled automatically.

The goal of this research is to achieve the same capability as 3D printing and CNC machining for 3D weaving, that is, to let a user start with a solid model and end up with a 3D woven object that has the desired shape, with the ability to fine-tune the material properties and surface treatment to a particular application. In this paper, we solve the first step towards this goal: we present a system that can 3D weave any height field, with some limitations on the slopes. Our approach is in some ways analogous to 3D printing: the solid shape is sliced into layers, and a path is planned for adding material to each layer. It is quite different, though, in that there are two orthogonal sets of layers to be designed, which must interlace in 3D to form a material that holds together, provide the right amount of material in the interior, and form a smooth finish on the surface. We achieve this using two separate algorithms for designing the lengthwise (warp) and crosswise (weft) slices, accounting for the very different physical constraints that the weaving process places on the yarns along the two directions.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 3D Weaving

3D weaving refers to a wide range of woven textiles that take on substantial 3D form [Chen et al. 2011]. The most common application for 3D weaving is to create reinforcing fabrics for composites. Composites made with 3D wovens are used in many industries for their excellent mechanical properties. The advantages of 3D woven materials in this application include the flexibility to conform to curved surfaces during production and delamination resistance in the finished part provided by fibers aligned in the z-direction.

Various 3D woven structures exist aside from sheet materials. Spacer fabrics [Yip and Ng 2008] and tubular fabrics [Geerinck et al. 2016] can be made using repeating structures. Non-repeating structures are used to create simple shapes, such as T- or H-shaped beams [Umair et al. 2015] and cylinder or flange preforms [Mouritz et al. 1999]. These structures are all one-off constructions built as card images (bit maps serving as machine instructions for the loom, see Section 3.2) with little software support.

2.2 Textile Design Software

Cloth designers use a set of commercial software packages to design structures for woven materials and create the card images.

Pointcarre [1988] is a proprietary system providing mature and flexible features for 2D weaving, with a focus on implementing complex patterns by substituting multiple weaves into the card image according to a graphic image. Since the substitution operates directly on the card image, it does not reason about the 3D structure or account for the compatibility of different 3D structures combined together. ScotWeave [2019] focuses on automating traditional drafting processes, in which the user can create a repeatable unit of weave structure in a slice view and produce the card image with the small scale unit tiled. However, it does not aim for creating complex spatially varying structures. EAT [2015] demonstrates a 2D and 3D design interface for creating 3D weaving structures manually. With MultiMech [2018] the user can use a menu with numbers to specify yarn topology and create small scale 3D weave structures, with a focus on simulating the resulting models. TexGen [Sherburn 2007] is an open-source system with basic structure editing ability, also with a focus on applying finite element simulation to the generated models. Zhang et al. [2010] demonstrated an interactive system for creating single-layer woven cloths on a multi-input device.

To our knowledge, no existing software provides the ability to convert an arbitrary 3D shape into a weavable structure and card image automatically.

2.3 Textiles and Fabrication

Recent research in computer graphics and HCI shows interest in using textiles as a technique for fabricating soft 3D objects. Most works [Albaugh et al. 2019; Kaspar et al. 2019; McCann et al. 2016; Narayanan et al. 2018, 2019; Wu et al. 2019] focus on knitting, which can not only assemble sheets and tubes but also create complex 3D shapes by optimizing the knitting patterns. Other works such as [Peng et al. 2015] use another idea that cuts and glues sheets of fabrics to create 3D shapes. Another emerging direction is interactive smart textiles, which often embed electronic devices into woven or knitted materials to achieve certain functionalities [Friske et al. 2019; Poupyrev et al. 2016].

[Harvey et al. 2019] demonstrated a fully woven shoe designed manually. By carefully arranging different layers, structures and materials in the woven volume, both complex geometric shapes and functionality can be achieved for the woven objects. Such design, though, requests a lot of manual work and iterations.

2.4 Slicer and Path Planning for 3D Fabrication

The slicer is an essential software for 3D printing, which decomposes a 3D model into horizontal slices and generates the tool paths and machine instructions for each slice. In fused deposition modeling (FDM), the printer nozzle follows these paths and deposits materials layer by layer to fabricate the 3D object. Several open-source and commercial slicers such as Slic3r [2013] and Ultimaker Cura [2011] are available on the market.

Recent research shows interest in tool path generation and optimization for 3D printing. Zigzag paths [Ding et al. 2014] and spiral curves [Held and Spielberger 2014; Zhao et al. 2016] are often used
for filling the space. For a complicated 2D shape, a common practice is decomposing it into smaller domains and generate tool paths for each domain separately [Ding et al. 2014; Dwivedi and Kovacevic 2004; Held and Spielberger 2014; Zhao et al. 2016]. Optimization is often applied to create continuous and smooth paths. There is also an interest in representing or fabricating 3D shapes with simple primitives such as single triangle strip [Gopi and Eppstien 2004], chain [Yu et al. 2019], or geodesic foliations [Vekhter et al. 2019].

Our problem is similar to the slicing and path planning problem, but the nature of weaving makes yarn routing in the two axes (warp and weft) very different.

3 BACKGROUND

Woven cloth is formed by two sets of yarns, called the *warp* and the *weft*, which lie orthogonally and interlace to form a fabric. The most important factor in cloth structures is the yarn topology, that is, which warp yarns pass above or below which weft yarns. Therefore, the problem of designing a woven structure with *N* warp yarns, or *ends*, and *M* weft yarns, or *picks*, is reduced to defining an *N* × *M* binary image known as the *card image*. Common 2D weave patterns such as plain weave or satin (Figure 4) weave produce a single-layer fabric with parallel yarns arranged side by side. However, with the appropriate card image, it is possible to stack the yarns vertically as well. Figure 2 demonstrates a simple example where the sequence of weft insertions illustrates how the raised and lowered warp ends guide the weft yarns into place and subsequently contain them in a stable structure.

In 3D weaving, the same idea is taken to the extreme in creating multilayer textiles that fill a 3D volume. As each weft yarn is inserted, the configuration of the raised and lowered warp ends guides the yarn into its place in the structure, and both warp and weft yarns can follow complicated paths through the resulting volumetric material.

3.1 Jacquard Loom

While repetitive structures can be woven on simple machines, more complex fabrics require weaving using Jacquard looms, where each warp yarn is separately actuated under computer control, with no constraints on what card image can be used. The 3D woven samples in this paper are all fabricated using a Jacquard loom. The most relevant parts of the machine (Figure 3) are the Jacquard head mounted above the loom that is capable of pulling up any subset of the heddles which carry the warp yarns; the shuttle, which carries a spool of weft yarn back and forth to insert the yarn into the shed (the space between the raised and lowered warp yarns); and the reed, which presses the weft yarns into place after each insertion. There is a take-up mechanism that pulls the fabric forward at a defined rate as it is woven. For 3D weaving, the warp is set up differently than for ordinary weaving: rather than having all the warp yarns wrapped on a cylindrical beam so that they all unspool at the same rate, the warp yarns are supplied by individual spools in a creel, with a small constant tension maintained on each yarn individually. This means that yarns of varying lengths can be drawn in from different warp ends, which is generally required for complicated 3D patterns since the warp yarns may take very different paths and need different amounts of material to maintain proper tension.

The input to a Jacquard loom is a binary image as well as a number of parameters governing the speed of weaving and the rate at which material is taken up.

As with any other loom, the warp of a 3D weaving loom is arranged logically in a left-to-right sequence following the Jacquard mechanism, but in order to fit a large enough density of warp ends to produce the desired multilayer structures, the warp ends are organized into a grid of columns and layers. Each column consists of typically 8 to 32 warp yarns (specifically, our loom uses 24 warps per column), which all pass through a single opening in the reed and are placed at the same horizontal position.

In the weaving process, the shuttle passes back and forth through the shed, inserting the weft yarn into the fabric. Card images are normally applied to place groups of sequential weft insertions into stacks in the resulting fabric, using a generalization of the process illustrated in Figure 2.
3.2 Weave Structure and Card Image

The essence of designing a woven textile is to orchestrate the card image that will guide the weft and warp yarns into an arrangement that gives the resulting fabric the desired shape, appearance, and mechanical properties. Figure 4 shows several common weave patterns that are simulated using the simulator described in [Leaf et al. 2018] and corresponding card images. Plain weave is the most basic weave pattern, in which each weft yarn goes above one warp yarn and then under one warp yarn sequentially, corresponding to a checkerboard pattern in the card image. Satin weave is another common pattern in which the weft yarn passes over multiple yarns and then under one yarn. 3D weaving requires patterns that stack multiple layers of yarns to create a thick volume. Most often the weft yarns follow fairly straight paths, other than where they turn around, and the warp yarns travel up and down to interlace them. A number of structures are commonly used (Figure 4), differing in the steepness of the paths taken by the warp yarns and in how far up and down they travel. In this work, we use three representative patterns: two layer-to-layer patterns, in which warp yarns travel up and down just enough to hold each layer to the next, and one through-thickness pattern, in which every warp yarn travels all the way between the top and bottom surfaces. They are (see details in Section 4.3, Figure 11 and Figure 12):

- Plain layer-to-layer, which is similar to the plain weave pattern. Each warp yarn goes above and below two layers of weft yarns, alternating on every step.
- Angled layer-to-layer, in which each warp yarn goes above and below two layers of weft yarns, stepping one layer per step so that it takes four steps to repeat.
- Through-thickness angle interlock, in which warp yarns travel two layers per step all the way from front to back, then back to front, repeating after \( D \) steps, where \( D \) is the number of layers in the fabric.

Such patterns are widely used in traditional 3D weaving applications and are known to produce good results, but the thickness, softness and rigidity of the material are markedly different.

![Simulated Common Weave Structures and Card Images](image)

As shown in Figure 4, the card image for 3D woven fabrics can be complicated. Designing an irregularly shaped object is a challenging task, because the designer needs to make the card image that controls every single warp-weft crossing, which may contain millions of pixels. Usually, the designer draws the paths of the weft and warp yarns and translates them into a card image by noting whether each weft yarn passes above or below each warp yarn. Commercial software such as ScotWeave [2019] automates the translation of a small repeating unit of yarn paths into a card image, but the support for creating spatially varying shapes is minimal. Even if the card image translation is fully automated, designing yarn paths manually for the entire fabric is still complicated and tedious.

Our algorithm aims to fully automate this design process, focusing on creating samples that approximate arbitrary height fields. In Section 4, we will explain how our algorithm takes in a height field, generates the weaving structure, and exports the card image that can be woven on a loom.

3.3 Shuttle Weaving

As described in Section 3.1, during weaving, the shuttle carries a continuous weft yarn that passes through the opening between the raised and lowered warp yarns. When the shuttle goes back in the opposite direction, the weft yarn will be caught by the first warp yarn it encounters that has switched position, creating a wraparound at that yarn. In ordinary weaving this wraparound happens at the edge of the fabric, but as illustrated in Figure 5, if the warp yarns at the edge do not change position, the weft will turn around at the first yarn that does. In 3D weaving it is useful to turn around inside the material, which enables creating varying numbers of layers in different parts of the fabric (See Section 4.2).

![Weft turnarounds](image)

As described in Section 3.1, during weaving, the shuttle carries a continuous weft yarn that passes through the opening between the raised and lowered warp yarns. When the shuttle goes back in the opposite direction, the weft yarn will be caught by the first warp yarn it encounters that has switched position, creating a wraparound at that yarn. In ordinary weaving this wraparound happens at the edge of the fabric, but as illustrated in Figure 5, if the warp yarns at the edge do not change position, the weft will turn around at the first yarn that does. In 3D weaving it is useful to turn around inside the material, which enables creating varying numbers of layers in different parts of the fabric (See Section 4.2).

4 STRUCTURE SYNTHESIS

4.1 Overview

Figure 6 illustrates the pipeline of our approach: the material is structured on a grid of rows, columns, and layers, and we slice the height field denoted by the input surface along the plane of each row and each column and design yarn paths to fill the space below the surface. Given the different roles of weft and warp yarns as described in Section 3.1, the constraints on the weft and warp paths are quite different, so the algorithms for generating warp paths (Section 4.3) and weft paths (Section 4.2) are different. Each slice is
designed separately: to ensure the yarns interlace properly when woven, each slice is designed based on the positions at which the orthogonal yarns will pass through it, and must pass through all the orthogonal slices at the correct points. Once the paths are found, it is fairly straightforward to compute the card image, which is then exported automatically. Subsequently, the woven object can be fabricated on the Jacquard loom.

Figure 7 takes a closer look at the slicing process. This example shows a solid block, i.e., a height field with constant value, which produces two sets of identical rectangular slices. The design task is to fill each rectangle with weft or warp yarns. In the figure, the volume to be filled is shown as an array of cells. In each vertical stack of cells, \( N \) weft yarns will pass through near the centers of the cells, and \( N + 1 \) warp yarns will pass through at the top and bottom faces of the cells, where \( N \) is the number of layers (4 in this illustration). In the illustrations of warp slices, we use blue triangles at the cell centers to indicate where the weft yarns pass through, and in the weft slices we use green circles on the edges between cells to indicate where warp yarns pass through.

The yarn paths need to follow some rules and constraints so that the fabric weaves successfully and holds together well. As described in Section 3.1, the warp yarns are under tension, and can only be pulled out from the creel but never wrap back in the other direction during weaving. Therefore, in the warp slice, each warp yarn goes all the way from the left to the right, passing through one circle in each step. The shuttle carrying the weft yarn moves back and forth during weaving. In the weft slice, the weft path switches direction in each pick, connecting a row of triangles in each pass.

There are numerous ways to achieve interlacing between warps and wefts, and the patterns we use to fill the interior are all based on the structure of straight weft yarns (each insertion stays in a single layer between turnarounds) and warp yarns that travel up and down to hold the layers together. In addition, our perimeter warp and weft yarns on the surface follow a different pattern from the regular structures to form a smooth and durable surface layer. A post-processing is applied to trim excessive materials.

In the following sections, we use similar illustrations to explain how we generate weft and warp paths for an arbitrary height field.

### 4.2 Designing Weft Slices

Weft slices are planned in a way that is analogous to the common approach in filament-extrusion 3D printers, which lay down one or two loops of perimeter and fill the interior region by region with regular patterns. What is different about weft slice design is that the order is reversed: the interior is filled first and subsequently wrapped with a surface layer. We will discuss the process in Section 4.4.

Figure 8. Using weft turnarounds to create two separate rectangular bumps in weft slice. Each weft insertion corresponds to a row in the card image and each warp corresponds to a column, as indicated by the numbers.

The ability of shuttle weaving to turn the weft around inside the fabric, as discussed in Section 3.3, is pivotal to our algorithm.
for filling the interior of an arbitrary slice. For slices with a single local maximum in height, the weft path planning is straightforward: turn around progressively farther from the edges to make each layer shorter than or equal to the one below. For weft slices with multiple local maxima such as a shape with multiple bumps, this is nontrivial but still feasible, as early turnarounds can be done anywhere regardless of potential obstructing material. Figure 8 illustrates the weft path for a simple structure with two rectangular bumps. For example, during the weaving of the right bump, the warps numbered 1–20 are kept consistently in the down position.

Upon the insertions of wefts 6 and 8, the shuttle travels all the way to the left in order to clear the reed while pressing the new weft yarns into place. When it goes back to the right, the loose yarn is pulled back to where it catches on warp ends 22 and 24. The path of the loose yarn lies above the previously woven left bump, so that the previous woven pattern remains undisturbed. While the path shown in this example is simpler than the one devised by our general algorithm, it illustrates the principle by which any, even non-convex, height field slice can be filled.

Our general algorithm divides the slice into simple pieces with no local minima in height, fills each piece separately, and then connects the paths to form a single continuous path for the entire slice. We use a recursive approach to fill a piece $p$ starting from side $s \in \{\text{left}, \text{right}\}$:

1. Find the lowest local minimum in the height, excluding the two ends. Round down to the nearest even height, denoted $h$. If there is no local minimum, set $h$ to the maximum height of $p$. The part of $p$ below height $h$ is a simple piece. Construct a path for it using the approach described below, starting from side $s$.

2. Divide the part of the slice above the height $h$ into components, cutting at each local minimum that occurs at height $h$ or $h+1$.

3. For each of the child components, recursively generate a yarn path starting from the same side as the top yarn in the parent. Join each child path into the parent path by cutting the top yarn as close as possible to the starting point of the child path, and connect the loose ends produced to the ends of the child path in the unique way that keeps the direction consistent.

The result is a yarn path that starts and ends on side $s$. This procedure requires a method to fill a simple piece $p$ starting from side $s$:

1. Round the height of $p$ up to an even number $h$.

2. Starting from layer 0 (the bottom layer) of $p$, on side $s$, travel horizontally until there is no warp yarn at the top of the next cell. Move up two layers and repeat, traveling back towards side $s$. Repeat this until the next yarn would be at a height $\geq h$. Label this yarn path $y_1$.

3. Follow the procedure of step (1) starting from layer 1 on side $s$. Label this path $y_2$. It will end on the same side as $y_1$, one layer above.

4. Extend $y_1$ up one layer and across to meet the end of $y_2$. Reverse $y_2$ and join it with $y_1$. The single resulting path starts on layer 0 on side $s$ and ends on layer 1 at side $s$.

These procedures are easiest to understand with examples. Figure 10(a) illustrates filling a simple piece, and Figure 9 illustrates how the recursive algorithm divides a complex slice into several pieces, shows the separate paths generated for the individual pieces, and finally shows how the paths are joined into a single complete path.

Fig. 9. Height Field Decomposition and Weft Path. A height field in the weft slice is discretized into grids. The grids are decomposed into several simple pieces, as indicated by different border colors in (a). In (b), weft paths are generated for each piece. A tree structure illustrates the relations between the pieces, as shown in (c). We traverse the tree recursively to connect the paths in all pieces and create a continuous weft path in (d).

Fig. 10. Selvedge. (a) A simple piece of a weft slice is filled with a weft yarn that moves back and forth. The weft moves up for two layers every pick until the top and then moves down for two layers every pick. (b) The wefts at the two sides are rearranged so that every other warp is wrapped by one turnaround. (c) Starting from layer 1 rather than layer 0 in (b), a different set of warp are wrapped. Alternating (b) and (c) creates a regular pattern on the selvedge surface for through-thickness and plain layer-to-layer warp structures.
This path planner as described generates selvedges—the surfaces on the sides of the material where the wefts turn around (See Figure 14). As shown in Figure 10 (a), each weft pick wraps two layers of warps, resulting in some warps wrapped by two wefts while others not wrapped at all. This will create loose weft segments at the selvedge surface, which is undesirable. To create a nicer selvedge, we apply a post-processing to the path at the sides: we swap the two wefts across the warp that is wrapped by two turnarounds, so that every other warp is wrapped by one weft turnaround, as shown in Figure 10 (b). For the angled layer-to-layer structure, wrapping around warps at the same height in different weft slices is desired, because each warp yarn travels up or down by one layer in each step, so that every warp will be wrapped somewhere. However, for the other two warp structures where each warp yarn travels up or down by two layers in each step, this will leave some warps that are not wrapped anywhere, resulting in them falling apart from the structure. So in this case, we start at layer 1 rather than layer 0 every other slice, leaving layer 0 to be contained by the surface weave on the bottom surface, as shown in (c). Weft slices of (b) and (c) alternate so that all warps will be wrapped in the through-thickness and plain layer-to-layer structures.

4.3 Designing Warp Slices

For warp yarns, we apply three types of pattern that are generalized from the three structures introduced in Section 3.2. As with the weft slices, we generate these volumetric patterns to fill the interior, and add additional yarns to form a surface layer (Section 4.4).

The two layer-to-layer structures are simplest: we use exactly the same design for the warp paths that would be used to weave a solid full-height block. When the paths exit the surface, they do not interlace with any weft and are therefore relaxed to straight yarns floating over the surface. The approach is illustrated in Figure 11.

The through-thickness angle interlock structure requires a different design, since using the same design would lead to numerous short, hard-to-trim floating warp yarns. The key feature of the through-thickness structure in a regular block is that the warp yarns travel diagonally through the weft grid from one surface of the fabric to the other, creating a lattice-like architecture in which the weft yarns lie at the center of each quadrilateral. We devise a simple algorithm, illustrated in Figure 12, to generate paths that form a lattice like this:

1. Create a lattice of yarn segments traveling at a 2:1 slope on both diagonals through the grid of weft yarns, ending at the points where they encounter the top or bottom surface of the slice.
2. At the top surface, for every negative-sloping end (colored light green in the figure) that has a positive-sloping end (dark green) in the column immediately to its left, connect the ends.
3. At the bottom surface, for every positive-sloping (dark green) end that has a negative-sloping (light green) end in the column immediately to its left, connect the ends.
4. For non-rectangular slices, some free ends will remain. Connect each to the nearest available loose end, starting from the lowest heights and progressing upwards.

The above procedure creates the standard pattern when applied to rectangular warp slices, and creates material with similar structure to fill irregular volumes below complex height fields. An important feature here is that when the surface has a slope in the warp direction, the warp yarns will exit the surface, which are analogous to the support material in 3D printing and need to be trimmed from the finished object. The surface layer described in the next section is crucial for holding the ends in place and making the warp trimming easier.

4.4 Surface Layer

As mentioned in Section 4.3, the portions of the warp yarns above the top surface of the target height field will be trimmed during post-processing. In order to hold the cut ends in place and maintain the stability of the structure, an extra layer consisting of continuous weft and warp yarns is added on the top surface. The top surface layer is created using one extra weft and two extra warps, as illustrated in Figure 13:

1. In each weft slice, after going through the designated weft paths in the structure, the weft yarns go under the bottom layer from the left all the way to the right, and then go up and wrap back across the top surface.
2. At the positions where the height drops or climbs for a number of layers greater than some threshold (8 layers), the top weft yarn is moved down to the height right above its lowest neighbor, so that the cliff selvedge is revealed.
3. A warp yarn (dark green) is added on the top surface, which alternates between going above the top weft, including the
Fig. 12. Variant of Through-thickness Structure. (a) A height field is discretized into grids. Two sets of diagonal segments are generated to connect the circles. (b) First, the light green circles on the surface are connected to the dark green circles next to them (black double arrows). Then, the free ends of segments in the concave part of the height field are paired and connected (gray double arrow). Finally, the rest of the free ends are extended to the two sides of the slice (black single arrow). (c) The connected and extended segments form the paths for the warp yarns. The part above the height field surface will be trimmed in post-process.

Fig. 13. Surface Layer. (a) After finishing the main path (light blue) in each weft slice, two weft picks (dark blue) are added to wrap around the whole surface. The new path is hidden inside for vertical cliffs above a certain threshold. (b) Two warp yarns are added. One (dark green) interacts with the top wefts, creating a plain weave pattern on the surface. The other (black) binds the surface plain weave with the main structure. Floating warps (light green) outside of the surface will be trimmed and the continuous surface holds the structure inside.

one added in (1), and going under the top weft in the next step, to create a plain weave pattern on the surface.

(4) Another warp yarn (black) is added, and alternates between going above the top weft and going under the second highest weft to create a layer-to-layer style path that binds the surface and the main structure.

5 RESULTS

Loom and yarn. All the results in this paper were woven on a customized loom with a Jacquard head made by Staubli. The loom has a total of 2688 hooks that are arranged into 112 columns with 24 warps per column. The reed density is 1.34 mm per dent. We use 50 active dents in the middle of the reed, each with 24 warp yarns. Therefore, we can produce a fabric that is 50 columns (around 67 mm) wide, 24 warp layers thick, and arbitrarily long. The dimensions of the fabric may change after being removed from the loom and relaxed from the tension and such changes also depend on the weave structure. All the results were woven with an advance of 1.55 mm per weft slice. The yarn we used for both warp and weft is a multifilament unspun polyester yarn with light tack, supplied by Unifi. The diameter of the yarn is 0.37 mm and the weight is 1000 denier (0.11 grams/meter).

Warp extrusions. Figure 14 shows several samples that have constant weft slices (extrusions in the warp direction). Warp extrusions are the simplest case because the weft paths in each slice are the same, and each warp slice is a rectangle. Therefore, no warp yarn will go out of the surface and no trimming is needed. We use warp extrusion samples as simple test cases. These samples all use the angled layer-to-layer structure, which creates the most thickness in practice. Samples P1 and P2 show a comparison of selvedges at the steep cliff in the weft slice. The plain weave surface smooths out the cliff edge (sample P1) and creates long loose yarns, so we move the weft inside the surface and reveal the selvedge face (sample P2), which creates a shape cliff edge. Samples P3 and P4 demonstrate warp extrusions with two other cross section shapes, where P3 has a single triangular bump and P4 has two square bumps.

Fig. 14. Warp extrusion samples. P1 and P2 are generated from the same height field. The loose yarns in P1 are moved inside the fabric in P2, creating a neat pattern and sharp cliff on the selvedge face. P3 shows a triangular bump. P4 shows double square bumps.
2D height fields. Figure 15 demonstrates a set of more complicated 3D shapes, in which both the woven samples and corresponding manually generated height fields are shown. We tested the three warp structures, and found that the plain layer-to-layer and through-thickness structures tend to create a dense rigid material with less thickness, while the angled layer-to-layer structure tends to create thicker and softer material. In Figure 15, all samples except the diamonds and SIGGRAPH patterns use angled layer-to-layer warps to achieve the most bulkiness. The diamonds pattern uses through-thickness warps and the SIGGRAPH pattern uses plain layer-to-layer warps, both of which create rigid shallow reliefs that preserve the shapes well. The diamonds and SIGGRAPH height fields are generated by filtering sharp original images, so the edges between the pattern and background are smoothed to keep the slope in the warp direction within limit (Section 6). The running time of our algorithm on an ordinary laptop and the weaving time for each of the samples are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Running time of our algorithm and weaving time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th># picks</th>
<th>Running Time [s]</th>
<th>Weaving Time [min]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian bump</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>8.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pyramid</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bunny</td>
<td>1162</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>16.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teapot</td>
<td>1468</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>20.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diamonds</td>
<td>6444</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>92.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGGRAPH</td>
<td>8658</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>123.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post-processing. The trimming was done manually by one person with ordinary scissors and was not timed strictly. The trimming time varied from shape to shape: Warp extrusions did not need trimming, simple shapes (Gaussian/pyramid/teapot) took around 10 minutes to trim, while large, complex examples (diamonds/SIGGRAPH) took several hours. Analogous to removing the support material in 3D printing, the effort needed to trim the extra warp largely depended on the material type, the shape, and the warp paths. The unspun polyester yarn we used turned out to be particularly hard to trim because it created a lot of puffy fibers upon being cut, while common cotton yarns could be easier to trim. Shapes with deep and narrow valleys in the warp slice were harder to trim (e.g. the SIGGRAPH example) because they created short floating warp segments between the small gaps.

6 CONCLUSION

In this work, we present a method to generate 3D weave structures automatically for an arbitrary height field input. Our method works similarly to the slicing and path generation software in layer-by-layer 3D printing. The height field is sliced in the two axes corresponding to the warp and weft directions. Warp and weft yarn paths are generated respectively in the slices and are then combined to create the weave structure. The card image is automatically generated for the weave structure and can be woven on a Jacquard loom. As demonstrated by a range of results, the 3D woven samples generated with our method can approximate quite complicated inputs.

Limitations and future work. Our method has several limitations, which could lead to interesting future development. In theory, our algorithm can generate weavable paths for any height field. However, steep slopes in the warp direction cannot be well-preserved due to the nature of weaving. The warp yarns are always under tension in the same direction and cannot wrap back. Therefore, we limit the slope in warp slices to no greater than 8 layers per weft slice in practice. This limit does not apply to weft slope because of the wraparound mechanism. Another factor that limits the shape we can produce in practice is the trimming process: Shapes with very small steep gaps in warp slices can be very hard to trim, so such input height fields are avoided in our results.

Our woven results inevitably contain reconstruction errors due to the deformable nature of yarns and the geometric-modeling based approach of our algorithm, as well as the discretization process. The errors depend on the mechanical properties of the yarns, loom setup, and weave structure. The complicated interactions between the yarns may cause them to deviate from where they are supposed to be in the geometric model. For example, the edges and corners can be smoothed. Also, when the fabric is removed from the loom, it usually shrinks in the warp direction as the tension vanishes, causing errors in the aspect ratio. Future development will involve quantifying the errors, calibrating the loom settings, and adjusting the weave structure for more accurate reconstruction of the shape. Physically-based simulation [Cirio et al. 2014, 2015; Kaldor et al. 2008; Leaf et al. 2018] can be used to predict the result of the woven structure, and may further be used to optimize the structure and improve the results.

As the first step in transforming a loom into a “3D printer”, our work focuses on height field input. Future exploration may try to fabricate more general 3D shapes. For example, it is possible to create cavities in the fabric by having separate layers, which may be used to contain embedded devices. Another interesting direction is to study the mechanical properties of different structures and control the structures to create materials of certain properties.

Finally, manually trimming the fabric is a tedious process. While our work exhibits an initial demonstration of this fabrication technique, its application can drive future development of more efficient solutions for post-processing, such as path-based robotic trimming.
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Fig. 15. Fabrication Results.